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GNSO Improvements: Board Recommendation to adopt “Working Group” Model

In the past, GNSO made use of Task Forces -- small legislative bodies where decision-making was primarily based upon voting.

Working Groups are intended to be more open and inclusive; participants tackle issues using consensus-building approaches.

The PPSC Working Group Work Team is helping to define the new Working Group model and recommending how to transition to it.
WG Team Deliverables

Working Group Charter Drafting Guidelines

- Audience: Sponsoring Organization (e.g. GNSO Council)
- Recommendations on Creating and Chartering Working Groups
- WG Charter Template

Working Group Operating Model Guidebook

- Audience: GNSO Working Groups
- Roles, Responsibilities, Norms
- Operating Logistics, Products, Self-Assessment

One Document? Working Group Guidelines
WG Team Progress...

Working Group Charter Drafting Guidelines
Outline Completed: 4 June
Initial Draft: 26 August
Completed Draft: 24 September

Working Group Operating Model Guidebook
Outline Completed: 6 July
Initial Draft: 29 September
Target for Completed Draft: 25 October, Seoul
To Do:

WG Team: Steps to Closure

- Complete Team Review of Operating Model Guidebook Contents (Target: 25 October)
- Consolidate Both Deliverables into a Single Document (Target: 31 November)
- Consultation with other Work Teams to coordinate outputs (esp. PDP Team) (Target: 31 December)
- Public Comment Period & Review of Public Comments (Target: January/February)
- Send Final Draft Version to PPSC for Review and Submission to Council(*) (Target: 28 February)

(*) The final version might contain placeholders that will need to be completed once the PDP-WT finalizes its work
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